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      Fusion F1 Guitar Gig Bags incorporating Fuse-On System  
 
Whilst there are many gig bags on the market, none can offer the versatility and adaptability  
of the high quality Fusion range. When it comes to transporting your instrument, be it a guitar 
keyboard, cello, brass or woodwind, this British based company, offer stunning, innovative, 
problem solving ideas for the modern musician. 
 
Now with over 140 Fusion bags in the range, Fusion have hit the sweet spot, and taken 
‘protective-instrument-portability’ to a totally new level.  
 
The F1 Series guitar gig bag alone, is a far cry from many guitar gig bags on the market, but with 
the addition of the company’s unique Fuse-On system, offers more flexibility and choice for the 
guitarist on the move. 
  
The Fuse-On system has been designed as a separate range of accessory bags to fit quickly 
and easily onto the Fusion F1 ‘mother’ bag. These have been specifically designed to carry and 
protect laptops, with compartments for MP3 players and mobile phones. 
 
As with all Fusion designs, the F1 and Fuse-On Series are both constructed from virtually 
indestructible, robust, waterproof rip-stop material, offering extreme resistance to scuffs and 
abrasions, while the hardware is just as tough, with rubber handles, and rubber zip pulls for the 
inverted zips, whilst Internally, 15mm thick high density foam padding ensures full protection.  

With heavy duty textured base protection and hardwearing corner protectors, Fusion’s F1, Fuse-
On Series is designed to survive a lifetime of abuse. 

Fusion F1, Fuse-On accessory bags are available with a variety of colourful, reflective panels for 
a modern attractive design.  
 
Fusion’s F1 Series Fuse-On Gig Bags ... the perfect choice for the guitarist on the move!  

RRP: Fusion F1 Gig Bag: £109 - £139                                                                                                           
RRP: Fuse On System: £43.95 - £67.95 

FUSION… more than just a gig bag.  //ENDS// 
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